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l properties of 4-
(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone
(NNK) diazonium ion: a theoretical investigation†

Christos Deligkaris, *a Evan Millam, b Edmir O. Wade,b Maverick L. Grayer*a

and David M. Wahl*a

We have explored the physico-chemical properties of NNK diazonium ion to gain insight into its shape,

bonding, charge distribution, and ro-vibrational features. This information is essential if the chemical

reactivity and physical properties of this important intermediate are to be understood. NNK diazonium

ion is a well-known alkylating agent. Its enzymatic production, its reaction with DNA, and its role in

mutagenesis/carcinogenesis have all received significant experimental study. Computational work on the

ion, however, is lacking. The species is sufficiently small such that its properties may be probed using

sophisticated model chemistries. We present the first in silico investigation of NNK diazonium ion. Kohn–

Sham density functional theory (B3LYP/6-311G**) and coupled cluster theory (CCSD/6-31G*) were

deployed to obtain energies, geometries, electrostatic potential surfaces, molecular orbitals, and

vibrational analyses for several energy-minimized structures. To provide insight into the motion of NNK

diazonium ion (NNKDI) in solution, molecular dynamics simulations on the solvated intermediate were

undertaken. To explore the initial reactivity of this important electrophile, local Fukui indices and natural

population analysis charges were predicted. Analogous ab initio work on propane diazonium ion was

also performed. Our vibrational analyses suggest a relatively weak carbon–nitrogen bond and a robust

nitrogen–nitrogen interaction. Our condensed Fukui indices show that the terminal nitrogen is a site of

significant electrophilicity while our electrostatic predictions yield high values near the formally charged

nitrogen and its a carbon.
1 Introduction

The diazonium ion metabolite of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-
pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNKDI, Fig. 1) is an International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC) Group 1 carcinogen1 whose
unmetabolized form (NNK) is abundantly found in tobacco
smoke.2–4 NNKDI is an alkylating agent4–7 and is known to cause
lung adenocarcinoma.4,8–10 Its reaction with DNA bases and
phosphate groups produces pyridyloxobutyl (POB)
adducts4–7,9,11–14 and is considered an important early step in
carcinogenesis.15–17 Two specic POB adducts, O6-pob-dGuo
and O2-pob-dThd, have known mutagenic properties-
predominantly resulting in GC to AT and TA to AT mutations,
respectively.17 PDI (1-propane diazonium ion, Fig. 1), a simpli-
ed analog of NNKDI, has been found to react with isolated
DNA bases, single stranded DNA, and double stranded DNA.18
Fig. 1 PDI (a) and NNKDI (b), including their atom names.
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While previous experimental studies assumed that NNKDI
damages DNA via an SN2 mechanism, Fishbein and coworkers
found that reactions between PDI and DNA can proceed via
either SN2 or SN1 mechanisms.18 Previous computational work
has examined the physical interaction of NNKDI with exon 5 of
TP53 and has proposed adduct formation sites.19 Both in vitro
and in vivo POB adduct formation have received signicant
study.7,9 These previous investigations inferred the reactivity of
NNKDI by examining either its interaction with DNA or the
products of that interaction.

Our understanding of the isolated ion, however, remains
incomplete. The reactive nature of NNKDI as well as its size, has
limited the investigation of its physico-chemical properties to
computational studies of simplied analogs. For example, the
reaction of methane diazonium ion (MDI) with DNA bases has
been studied.20–22 Chemical properties, including electrophi-
licity and stability, of a variety of diazonium ion species have
also been examined.23–26 While this work provides valuable
insight into the characteristics of related species, NNKDI is
relatively large and contains additional moieties that may
impact its reactivity.

We examine the unabridged NNKDI structure and report the
rst in silico exploration of its electronic, vibrational, and rota-
tional features; and we present the results of the rst classical
molecular dynamics simulations performed on the solvated
ion. We compare these ndings to additional ab initio work
undertaken on 1-propane diazonium ion (PDI). We examine
PDI's and NNKDI's role as electrophiles, comment on the
differences between NNKDI and PDI properties, and observe the
impact of solvation.

2 Methodology
2.1 Geometry optimizations

We obtained the NNK coordinates from a crystallographic
study27 and used UCSF Chimera version 1.11 (ref. 28) to
manually delete the methyl group and oxygen and adjust the
N6–N5 distance to 1.15 �A. We then created six NNKDI confor-
mations by manually rotating the C1–C30 torsion by 60� incre-
ments. The six starting conformations were used as the initial
geometries for sequential optimizations advancing from HF/3-
21G*, to B3LYP29–33/3-21G*,34 to B3LYP/6-31G*35–37 and nally to
B3LYP/6-311G**38 level of theory with NWChem.39 At each step,
we examined the resulting structures and the lowest energy
unique geometries were chosen as the initial structures for the
subsequent optimizations. We subsequently generated struc-
tures by manually rotating the C2–C1 torsion every 60� and
performed geometry optimizations as described previously.
This process was followed for the torsions on the chain: C3–C2,
C4–C3. We did not perform a rotation around the N5–C4 torsion
because the angle C4–N5–N6 is very close to 180�. Frequency
calculations were used to conrm that the optimized geome-
tries corresponded to energy minima of the potential energy
surface.

We manually created a geometry for PDI using one of the
NNKDI optimized geometries and UCSF Chimera.28 We per-
formed geometry optimizations using four initial structures for
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
PDI, with different C2–C3 torsional angles (0�, 60�, 120�, 180�).
The calculations were performed similarly to the geometry
optimizations of NNKDI.
2.2 Reactivity descriptors

We calculated the condensed Fukui functions and condensed
dual descriptor using Psi4 (ref. 40) and Multiwfn.41 The natural
population analysis was performed with NBO 6.0.42 We visual-
ized the electrostatic potential (ESP) using ESP values on the
0.002 electrons per bohr3 isodensity contour.
2.3 Coupled cluster optimization and frequency calculation

The GAMESS43–45 computational chemistry suite was used to
perform all coupled cluster geometry optimizations and vibra-
tional analyses. Initial Cartesian coordinates were taken from
our NWChem, B3LYP/6-31G* results. Geometry optimizations
and vibrational analyses were completed on PDI at the
CCSD(T)46–48/cc-pVTZ49 level of theory, and on NNKDI at the
CCSD/6-31G* level of theory.
2.4 Force-eld parameters

We calculated RESP50,51 charges for one of the NNKDI optimized
geometries (TCTT) at the HF/6-31G* level of theory using
NWChem andMultiwfn.41 We used ACPYPE52 to assign GAFF2.0
(ref. 53) parameters on all NNKDI atoms. A new atom type was
created for the formally positively charged N5 atom. All
parameters for this atom were taken from the similar GAFF2
atom type N1, with the exception of the equilibrium bond
lengths C4–N5 and N5–N6 and equilibrium bond angles C4–
N5–N6, C3–C4–N5, H41–C4–N5, H42–C4–N5. These parameters
were taken from the B3LYP/6-311G** optimized structure
TCTT.

Using the rened equilibrium bond lengths and angles we
performed energy minimizations starting from the quantum
mechanically optimized structures to examine transferability of
the GAFF2 dihedral parameters to NNKDI.

We used a python script in NWChem to alter the dihedral (0–
180�, every 5�), and performed a geometry optimization at the
B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory while keeping the dihedral
xed. Starting with the C1–C30 torsion, the optimized structures
were used as the initial geometries for force eld energy mini-
mizations with a criterion of a gradient less than
10�3 kcal mol�1 �A�1, an innite nonbonded cutoff and
harmonic restraint with a force constant of 1000 kcal per mol
per degree2 on all dihedral terms of all exible torsions.54,55

During the minimization, the dihedral terms that belong to the
C1–C30 torsion were assigned a force constant of 0. We found,
with the NMinimize function of WolframMathematica 12,56 the
force constants of the C1–C30 dihedral terms by minimizing the
weighted Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE):

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
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Table 1 PDI energy minima found at the B3LYP/6-311G** and
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ levels of theory. Dihedrals are defined as a: C1–C2–
C3–N4, b: C2–C3–N4–N5

Structure

Energy Dihedrals [�]

[kcal mol�1] [hartree] a b

CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ
anti 0.16 �227.34677 180.00 0.00
gauche 0.00 �227.34703 �61.81 �4.85
B3LYP/6-311G**
anti 0.00 �227.78917 180.00 0.00
gauche 0.02 �227.78914 �63.24 �5.21
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with the weights being Boltzmann factors with a temperature of
900 K. High temperature Boltzmann factors emphasize the low
energy parts of the potential energy surface but still allow
reasonable agreement with QM data on energy barriers. The
constant c was also optimized, this constant is due to the
different QM and FF energy 0. We added constraints during the
optimization process. We then moved on to the next torsion
(C2–C1) while the previously optimized dihedrals were le
unrestrained.

For torsion C3–C2 we used increased weights to capture the
characteristics of the high energy minimum and the associated
energy barrier on the potential energy surface, while modeling
reasonably well the global energy minimum. Certain combina-
tions of torsional angles produced an intramolecular reaction
between the diazonio group and carbonyl moiety. This resulted
in the loss of dinitrogen. Since our intent was to study NNK
diazonium ion in its unreacted form, torsional angles were
restricted to prevent this outcome. During the last iteration, all
but the torsion being optimized were le unrestrained.
Table 2 PDI bond lengths in�A and angles in degrees at the B3LYP/6-
311G** and CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theories

Property

B3LYP/6-311G** CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ

anti gauche anti gauche

C1–C2 1.534733 1.527646 1.532739 1.526579
C2–C3 1.539448 1.537120 1.526982 1.525999
C3–N4 1.478387 1.482949 1.502470 1.505324
N4–N5 1.096464 1.096115 1.102609 1.102454
C1–C2–C3 108.57 114.44 107.66 113.32
C2–C3–N4 110.40 110.42 109.38 108.92
C3–N4–N5 176.61 177.21 177.18 177.83
2.5 Molecular dynamics

NNKDI was placed in a dodecahedron periodic box with
a minimum NNKDI-box distance of 1.5 nm. 1563 water mole-
cules, 4 sodium and 5 chloride ions were added to solvate, to
neutralize the charge of the system, and to more closely reect
cellular salt concentrations. Forces and interactions on parti-
cles were quickly evaluated using a combination of the Verlet
cutoff-scheme57 and grid neighbor searching, with the neighbor
list updating frequency set to 10. Long-range electrostatic
interactions were calculated using fast smooth Particle Mesh
Ewald electrostatics,58,59 with a cut-off distance of 1.2 nm and
Fourier-spacing of 0.12 nm. We shied the Lennard-Jones
potential for the van der Waals interactions so that it is zero
at the cutoff. All remaining parameters used the default settings
in GROMACS.60 The energy of the system was minimized using
a steepest descent algorithm with a maximum force less than
1000 kJ mol�1 nm�1.

During equilibration, the structure of NNKDI was main-
tained with position restraints of 1000 kcal mol�1 �A�2. Every
bond involving a hydrogen atom was converted to a constraint
using the LINCS algorithm,61 and the TIP3P62 water molecules
were kept rigid with SETTLE.63 These constraints allowed an
integration time step of 2 fs.

NVT equilibration took place in 5 � 104 integration steps.
Velocity rescaling, a time constant of 0.1 ps, and a reference
temperature of 300 K were used to couple the temperature to the
entire system. Initial velocities were generated according to
a Maxwell distribution. During the 5 � 104 integration steps of
NPT equilibration the Berendsen algorithm was used for
isotropic pressure coupling.64 The reference pressure was set to
1.0 bar.

Four 1.5 ms production runs in the NPT ensemble were
performed with independent solvation and equilibration. The
temperature was kept at 300 K with the use of the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat65,66 and a pressure of 1.0 bar was maintained using
the Parrinello–Rahman barostat.67,68
26752 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762
2.6 Visualizations

We used MarvinSketch,69 UCSF Chimera,28 wxMcMolPlot,70 and
WebMO,71 to make all gures in this paper.
3 Results
3.1 PDI ab initio

Tables 1 and 2 give relative energies, absolute energies, and
dihedral angles for the anti and gauche conformers of PDI.
Results are presented for the B3LYP/6-311G** and CCSD(T)/cc-
pVTZ levels of theory. Graphical representations of these
minimum energy structures are found in the ESI.† Both models
yielded analogous geometries, with DFT providing the most
negative energies. Point group symmetry (Cs) in the anti struc-
ture locked both reported dihedral angles at their expected
values. This symmetry was broken in the gauche conformer,
however; and a small twist in C2–C3–N4–N5 was realized. At the
same time, C1–C2–C3–C4 remained near its canonical quantity.

Two energy minima were found for PDI (Table 1), one that
corresponds to the anti conformation and one that corresponds
to the gauche conformation. CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ predicted the
gauche conformation to be the lowest energy structure with the
anti conformation just 0.16 kcal mol�1 higher. In contrast, the
B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory predicted the anti conformation
to be the lowest energy structure with the gauche conformation
just 0.02 kcal mol�1 higher.

Table 2 provides bond lengths and bond angles for the PDI
backbone. Starting at the diazonio group, we found an N4–N5
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Selected PDI vibrational frequencies in cm�1 at the B3LYP/6-
311G** and CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ levels of theory

Mode

B3LYP/6-311G** CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ

anti gauche anti gauche

13 669 613 669 614
29 2435 2437 2367 2369

Fig. 3 Contours of the PDI electron density as calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory at contour levels 0.01, 0.05, 0.01, 0.2,
0.3 au.
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bond length of approximately 1.10 �A, a C3–N4 bond length of
1.48 to 1.51�A, a C2–C3 bond length of 1.54 to 1.53�A, and a C1–
C2 bond length of 1.53 �A. Minor variations in bond distance
were seen both between conformers and between levels of
theory with the greatest differences realized in the C3–N4 bond.
The C1–C2–C3 angle varied from 108� to 114� and was
conformer-dependent. The C2–C3–N4 angle, on the other hand,
was relatively constant varying from 109� to 110� depending
upon the choice of model. The C3–N4–N5 angle was almost
linear varying from 177� to 178� showing both model and
conformer dependence.

Vibrational analyses were performed on each optimized PDI
structure. This was done to conrm that each geometry repre-
sented a local minimum on PDI's potential energy surface and
to investigate vibration in or near the diazonium ionmoiety. We
were especially interested in changes in the C3–N4 and N4–N5
bond lengths. Additional normal modes are given in the ESI.†
Two modes were found to yield signicant, relevant geometric
distortions: an approximately 610 to 670 cm�1 carbon–nitrogen
stretch (with signicant C1–C2–C3 angle deformation), and an
approximately 2400 cm�1 nitrogen–nitrogen stretch. Table 3
Fig. 2 PDI anti molecular orbital energies (a), molecular orbital 19
(HOMO), 20 (LUMO) and 21 (LUMO+1) as calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311G** level of theory.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gives the predicted frequency for each of these modes. The C3–
N4 elongation shows some conformer-dependance.

Frontier molecular orbitals and their energies are shown in
Fig. 2. The HOMOwas localizedmainly on atoms C1, C2, and C3
whereas the LUMO was localized mainly on the diazonio group
but with a signicant density on all carbon atoms (Fig. 2). The
LUMO+1 was only 0.92 kcal mol�1 higher (Fig. 2) and in contrast
with the LUMO, this MO was localized on the diazonio group
and carbon atom C3 (Fig. 2). The electron density contours
showed a signicant decrease in electron density between
atoms C3 and N4 (Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 (a) Electrostatic potential in atomic units on PDI's 0.002 elec-
trons per bohr3 isodensity surface as calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G**
level of theory. (b) Electrostatic equipotential contours around PDI as
calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory. Contours at 0.6, 0.3,
0.2, 0.15 atomic units.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762 | 26753



Table 4 PDI condensed Fukui functions (f� and f+), dual descriptor (f+

� f�) and NPA charge in units of e, at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of
theory

Atom f� f+ f+ � f� NPA charge

C1 0.1428 0.0280 �0.1148 �0.58059
C2 0.0992 0.0292 �0.0700 �0.38006
C3 0.0266 0.0539 +0.0273 �0.21412
N4 0.0062 0.2614 +0.2552 +0.16303
N5 0.0885 0.3974 +0.3089 +0.33880
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The electric potential on PDI's isodensity surface (Fig. 4) was
overall positive, with higher values near atoms C3 and N4.
Electrostatic equipotential contours (Fig. 4) did not reveal any
local maxima or minima.

Condensed Fukui functions, dual descriptor, and NPA
charges are shown in Table 4. PDI atom C1 had the largest
condensed Fukui function for electrophilic attack and the most
negative natural charge, whereas atom N5 had the largest
condensed Fukui function for nucleophilic attack and the most
positive charge (Table 4). Diazonio group atoms N4 and N5 had
the most positive dual descriptor while atom C1 had the most
negative dual descriptor (Table 4).
3.2 NNKDI ab initio

NNKDI in the singlet state had a lower energy than NNKDI in
the triplet state (results not shown). Also, the energies of the
Table 5 NNKDI energyminima found at the B3LYP/6-311G** and CCSD/
O1–C1–C2–C3, c: C1–C2–C3–C4, d: C2–C3–C4–N5, e: C3–C4–N5–N
corresponds to +40� to +90�, G0 (gauche�) corresponds to �40� to �9

B3LYP/6-311G**

Structure

Energy Dihedrals [�]

[kcal mol�1] [hartree] a b

TCTT 8.3 �588.28993 �180.0 0.0
TCG0T 3.1 �588.29828 178.8 12.4
TCG0G 0.0 �588.30321 178.8 14.1
TCGT 3.1 �588.29820 �178.6 �25.
TCGG0 0.0 �588.30321 �178.7 �14.
TCGG 3.4 �588.29783 �177.8 �15.
TGTG0 12.6 �588.28318 179.2 88.9
TCTG0 9.2 �588.28859 178.1 9.3
TCTG 9.1 �588.28868 �177.9 �9.7
CCTT 9.7 �588.28781 �0.0 �0.0
CCGG0 0.7 �588.30213 0.4 �13.
CCGT 3.9 �588.29699 0.5 �14.
CCGG 4.3 �588.29630 0.2 �15.
CCTG0 10.7 �588.28621 1.9 �17.
CCTG 10.5 �588.28651 2.0 �7.4
CCG0T 4.3 �588.29636 �3.3 30.6
CCG0G0 4.5 �588.29602 �2.3 25.9
CGG0G0 4.0 �588.29687 �0.3 42.3
CCG0G 0.7 �588.30213 �0.5 13.8
CCSD/6-31G* with Cs symmetry
TCTT 0.0 �586.39486 180.0 0.0
CCTT 1.4 �586.39270 0.0 0.0
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restricted and unrestricted singlet calculation were similar. The
frontier orbitals with spin a and b were practically indistin-
guishable in the unrestricted calculation (results not shown).

We explored the rotational potential energy surface of
NNKDI and located 19 energy minima. The results of this survey
are summarized in Table 5. Conformer structures are shown in
the SI. Rotation about the C30–C1 bond produced 9 trans and 10
cis structures. Rotation about the C1–C2 bond produced 17 cis
and 2 gauche structures. No trans or gauche0 structures were
realized. For most conformers, the O1–C1–C2–C3 dihedral
angle was small. The most notable exception to this trend was
the TGTG0 structure, which was the highest energy conformer
found. Rotation around the C2–C3 bond produced three
minima. Seven trans, six gauche, and six gauche0 structures were
found. No cis structures were observed. Rotation around the C3–
C4 bond produced three minima. Six trans, six gauche, and
seven gauche0 structures were found. No cis structures were
observed. One expected minimum energy structure, TCG0G0,
could not be located. Rotation about the C4–N5 bond deed
categorization. The closer the diazonio group (atom N5 in
particular) is to the carbonyl oxygen the lower the energy of
NNKDI (Table 5 and Fig. 5). In a separate trend, conformations
with the carbonyl oxygen near the ring's nitrogen (atom N1)
tend to be lower in energy, but the global minimum is a notable
exception and has a C20–C30–C1–O1 dihedral close to 180�

(Table 5).
We have probed the geometry of the NNKDI backbone and

carbonyl group using the B3LYP/6-311G** and CCSD/6-31G*
6-31G* levels of theory. Dihedrals are defined as a: C20–C30–C1–O1, b:
6. Naming convention: C (cis) corresponds to�30� to 30�, G (gauche+)
0�, T (trans) corresponds to +140� to �140�

Distances [�A]

c d e O1–N5 O1–N1

�180.0 �180.0 0.0 4.984 4.777
�58.7 �171.7 �62.1 4.004 4.770
�58.7 89.8 125.8 2.420 4.768

1 63.6 �173.6 69.6 3.876 4.767
1 58.8 �89.8 �125.9 2.420 4.768
1 55.8 64.5 �66.4 3.581 4.768

�167.1 �66.4 �6.8 5.359 4.778
�137.3 �65.4 �8.9 5.061 4.772
140.5 65.1 9.4 5.071 4.773
180.0 �180.0 �0.0 4.971 4.141

8 58.5 �89.9 �126.3 2.415 4.128
8 60.1 �178.8 150.1 3.917 4.123
3 55.1 64.5 �71.0 3.562 4.120
9 142.2 �71.0 �11.5 4.108 4.130

163.0 65.3 15.4 5.047 4.139
�64.1 170.2 �75.6 3.839 4.113
�58.8 �66.1 87.1 3.574 4.116
�37.3 �48.1 �96.4 2.589 4.114
�58.5 89.9 126.4 2.415 4.128

180.0 180.0 0.0 4.977 4.793
180.0 180.0 0.0 4.962 4.152

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Energy levels for NNKDI conformations as a function of O1–N5
distance.

Table 7 Selected NNKDI vibrational frequencies in cm�1 at the B3LYP/
6-311G** and CCSD/6-31G* levels of theory

B3LYP/6-311G** CCSD/6-31G*

Mode TCTT CCTT TCTT CCTT

C4–N5 stretch 654 653 664 664
N5–N6 stretch 2433 2427 2443 2443

Paper RSC Advances
models. The C20–C30–C1–O1 dihedral was manipulated to
produce two conformers of Cs symmetry: one TCTT species and
one CCTT structure. Table 6 reports bond lengths and bond
angles for these ions. In the pyridine ring, our predicted C–N
distances ranged from 1.33 to 1.34 �A. Moving away from the
heteroatom, our C–C bond lengths varied from approximately
1.40 to 1.38�A with the longest C–C bonds proximate to the side
chain.

Moving from C30 to C4, we saw C–C bond lengths of 1.48 to
1.55�A with the C30–C1 distance being relatively short, the C1–C2
Table 6 NNKDI bond lengths in�A and angles in degrees at the B3LYP/
6-311G** and CCSD/6-31G* levels of theory

Property

B3LYP/6-311G** CCSD/6-31G*

TCTT CCTT TCTT CCTT

N10–C20 1.330802 1.328523 1.339693 1.337212
C20–C30 1.401386 1.406516 1.401063 1.406012
C30–C40 1.403119 1.400554 1.404161 1.401517
C40–C50 1.384229 1.387447 1.389188 1.392451
C50–C60 1.397423 1.395107 1.401336 1.398553
C60–N10 1.336849 1.338066 1.341947 1.344052
C30–C1 1.481674 1.481301 1.486723 1.486537
C1–O1 1.213711 1.213328 1.224112 1.223896
C1–C2 1.544534 1.546557 1.535080 1.536258
C2–C3 1.533612 1.533391 1.533112 1.533351
C3–C4 1.534410 1.534490 1.527024 1.526975
C4–N5 1.484650 1.484810 1.514204 1.514696
N5–N6 1.096408 1.096636 1.110660 1.110684
N10–C20–C30 123.82 123.60 123.81 123.66
C20–C30–C40 117.86 117.82 118.32 118.26
C30–C40–C50 118.74 118.88 118.45 118.58
C40–C50–C60 118.53 118.42 118.59 118.51
C50–C60–N10 123.65 123.64 123.84 123.82
C60–N10–C20 117.40 117.64 116.99 117.18
C20–C30–C1 123.32 118.16 122.86 118.16
C40–C30–C1 118.82 124.02 118.83 123.58
C30–C1-O1 122.69 122.89 122.27 122.49
C30–C1-C2 118.57 118.53 119.01 118.97
O1–C1–C2 118.74 118.58 118.71 118.54
C1–C2–C3 108.97 108.74 108.91 108.64
C2–C3–C4 109.07 109.35 108.50 108.78
C3–C4–N5 109.40 109.28 108.67 108.56
C4–N5–N6 176.05 175.64 177.54 177.45

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
bond length being relatively long and the C2–C3 and C3–C4
distances tightly clustered around 1.53 �A. The carbonyl, C–N,
and N–N bond lengths were all somewhat model-dependent
ranging from 1.21 to 1.22 �A, 1.48 to 1.51 �A, and 1.10 to 1.11 �A,
respectively.

Bond angles in the ring system varied from 124� for the
C–C–N value to approximately 117� for the C–N–C angle. The
C–C–C angles measured between 118 and 119� with the smallest
angle centered on C30. Moving to the side chain, conformer
dependance was seen in the C1–C30–C20 (123�, 118�) and C1–
C30–C40 (119�, 124�) angles. Rotation around the C30–C1 bond
approximately exchanged the values of these measurements.
The carbonyl moiety showed a subtle tilt away from the ring
system with the C30–C1–O1 angle being 3 or 4� larger than both
C2–C1–O1 and C30–C1–C2 in each conformer. The rest of the
side chain had C–C–C angles of 109�, a C3–C4–N5 angle of 109�,
and a model-dependent C4–N5–N6 angle of 176 to 178�.

Vibrational analyses were performed on each optimized
NNKDI structure. This was done to conrm that each geometry
represented a local minimum on NNKDI's potential energy
surface and to investigate vibration in or near the diazonio
group. A single structure, CCTT CCSD/6-31G* was found to be
a possible saddle point with a single negative frequency mode
Fig. 6 NNKDI TCTT molecular orbital energies (a), molecular orbitals
46 (HOMO), 47 (LUMO) and 48 (LUMO+1) as calculated at the B3LYP/
6-311G** level of theory.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762 | 26755



Fig. 7 Contours of the NNKDI electron density as calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory at contour levels 0.01, 0.05, 0.01, 0.2,
0.3 in atomic units.

Fig. 8 (a) Electrostatic potential in atomic units on NNKDI's 0.002
electrons per bohr3 isodensity surface as calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311G** level of theory. (b) Electrostatic equipotential contours around
NNKDI as calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory. Contours
at 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.01, �0.003 atomic units.

Table 8 NNKDI condensed Fukui functions (f� and f+), dual descriptor
(f+ � f�), and NPA charge in units of e, at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of
theory

Atom f� f+ f+ � f� NPA charge

N10 0.2327 0.0180 �0.2147 �0.43997
C20 0.0617 0.0079 �0.0538 +0.09223
C30 0.0453 0.0009 �0.0444 �0.20660
C40 0.0541 0.0150 �0.0391 �0.10596
C50 0.0605 0.0187 �0.0417 �0.22791
C60 0.0658 0.0296 �0.0362 +0.10694
C1 0.0412 0.0177 �0.0234 +0.58990
C2 0.0170 0.0146 �0.0024 �0.48391
C3 0.0060 0.0206 +0.0146 �0.39264
O1 0.1250 0.0204 �0.1047 �0.55216
C4 0.0075 0.0476 +0.0401 �0.20431
N5 0.0050 0.2344 +0.2295 +0.16275
N6 0.0354 0.3558 +0.3204 +0.33720
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(�34 cm�1). Motion along this coordinate pulls the carbonyl
group out of the plain of the ring system and breaks Cs

symmetry. Additional normal modes are given in the ESI.† Two
modes were found to yield signicant, relevant geometric
distortions: an approximately 660 cm�1 C4–N5 stretch and an
approximately 2400 cm�1 N5–N6 stretch.

Comparing our PDI and NNKDI results, we found C–C and
C–N bond lengths that were similar in both species with inter-
molecular variations of up to 0.02 �A near the carbonyl moiety.
Likewise, the C1–C2–C3, C2–C3–C4, C3–C4–N5, and C4–N5–N6
angles in NNKDI were close to the C1–C2–C3, C2–C3–N4, and C3–
N4–N5 angles found in PDI's anti conformation with intermo-
lecular variations of about 1�. Vibrational analyses yielded C–N
and N–N stretching frequencies that were consistent showing
intermolecular variations of less than 100 cm�1 (Table 7).

NNKDI frontier molecular orbitals are shown in Fig. 6. The
HOMO of NNKDI was localized on the ring and carbonyl group,
whereas the LUMO was localized on the diazonio group and
carbon atoms C4, C3, and C2 (Fig. 6). The HOMO–LUMO energy
gap was 41.54 kcal mol�1. The LUMO energy was only
0.81 kcal mol�1 lower than the next unoccupied molecular
orbital which, in contrast with the LUMO, was localized only on
the diazonio group and carbon atom C4 (Fig. 6). Similarly with
PDI, the NNKDI electron density contours revealed a relatively
smaller electron density between atoms C4 and N5 (Fig. 7).

The electric potential on NNKDI's isodensity surface (Fig. 8)
was overall positive, with higher values observed near atoms N5
and C4 and lower values near ring atom N1. In the extended
TCTT conformation, the electrostatic equipotentials (Fig. 8)
revealed two local minima, one near the carbonyl oxygen, atom
O1, and one near the ring nitrogen, atom N1. The local
minimum near the ring nitrogen was slightly negative and
deeper than the one near the carbonyl oxygen which main-
tained always positive values.

NNKDI condensed Fukui functions and dual descriptor are
shown in Table 8. The NNKDI ring nitrogen had the largest
condensed Fukui function for electrophilic attack, followed by
the carbonyl oxygen (Table 8). The two diazonio group nitrogen
atoms had the largest Fukui function for nucleophilic attack
(Table 8). A similar trend was observed with the dual descriptor,
the ring nitrogen atom had themost negative value, whereas the
two diazonio group nitrogens had the most positive values
(Table 8). The carbonyl oxygen, ring nitrogen, and carbon atom
26756 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762
C2 had large negative charges, whereas carbon atom C1 and the
two nitrogen atoms of the diazonio group all had large positive
charges.
3.3 NNKDI MD

The MD simulations were performed with NNKDI in solution
and with the presence of ions. We present the results from
a single 1.5 ms MD simulation as the results from the other three
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 Frequency of the NNKDI dihedrals during a 1.5 ms MD
simulation.

Fig. 11 Atom O1 and N5 distance during a 1.5 ms NNKDI MD
simulation.
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MD simulations were similar. In solution, NNKDI spent about
the same amount of time with its carbonyl oxygen in the cis and
trans conformations (Fig. 9). Carbon atom C3 was almost always
cis to the carbonyl oxygen, whereas carbon atom C4 was off the
ring's plane almost all the time since the dihedral C1–C2–C3–C4
was rarely ever zero or 180� (Fig. 9). Atom N5 of the diazonio
group was almost always trans to atom C2.

NNKDI had most frequently two hydrogen bonds with the
solvent, but that number ranged from none to ve hydrogen
bonds (Fig. 10). Nitrogen N6 of the diazonio group rarely
participated in a hydrogen bond with water but nitrogen N1 and
the carbonyl oxygen O1 had at least one hydrogen bond with
water, most of the time (see ESI†).

In solution, NNKDI rarely adopted a conformation with the
diazonio group near the carbonyl oxygen, most of the time the
aliphatic chain was in an extended conformation as the O1–N5
Fig. 10 Frequency distribution of the NNKDI-water hydrogen bonds
during a 1.5 ms MD simulation.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
distance suggests (Fig. 11). Cluster analysis of the MD confor-
mations resulted in four highly populated clusters. The center
conformations of these clusters included the aliphatic chain in
an extended conformation (see ESI†). The conformations that
NNKDI adopted in solution allowed overall for the terminal
nitrogen N6 of the diazonio group to be highly accessible. Atom
N5 was less accessible, with the a carbon C4 and b carbon C3
even less accessible to the solvent. During the 1.5 ms MD
simulation, the average solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of
atom N5 was 0.093 nm2, the SASA of N6 was 0.63 nm2, the SASA
of C4 0.030 nm2, and the SASA of C3 was 0.019 nm2.
4 Discussion
4.1 Geometries, frequencies and vibrational modes

4.1.1 PDI. Formally, PDI's positive charge is located on N4;
and p bonding between N4 and N5 is expected. This should
yield a relatively short N4–N5 bond length. Our result is
appropriately short (approximately 1.10 �A); and is comparable
to that found in dinitrogen72 (1.098 �A). Likewise, our reported
C3–N4 distance (1.48 to 1.51�A) is only slightly longer than that
found in ethylamine73 (1.475 �A); and our carbon–carbon bond
lengths (1.53 to 1.54 �A) are also like the one found in ethyl-
amine73 (1.531 �A). Comparing the models, we nd that DFT
yields a somewhat longer C2–C3 distance and indicates carbon–
carbon and carbon–nitrogen bond lengths incrementally closer
to the ethylamine experimental values.

We found signicant variation, between conformers, in the
C1–C2–C3 angle with the gauche conformer's prediction being
approximately ve degrees larger than that of the anti
conformer. This is suggestive of steric repulsion between a C1
hydrogen and the diazonio group in the gauche conformation.
Comparing these values to propane's experimentally deter-
mined C1–C2–C3 angle74 (112.4�), we nd that the experimental
value lies between our calculated values. This is consistent with
free rotation around the C2–C3 bond. A weighted average of our
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762 | 26757
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predicted angles, approximately 113� for DFT and 112� for
coupled-cluster, is comparable to propane's experimental value.

The C2–C3–N4 angle prediction (109� to 110�) is much
smaller than the analogous value in ethylamine73 (115�). This is
expected since the C3–N4–N5 angle is almost linear; thus, steric
crowding should be less signicant in the diazonium ion than
in the amine. Comparing DFT and couple-cluster calculated
bond angles, we nd deviations of about one degree between
the two models.

Our vibrational analyses show harmonic predictions for the
nitrogen–nitrogen stretching frequency (2370 to 2440 cm�1)
that are comparable to the experimental, harmonic value for
dinitrogen (2358.57 cm�1). Our predicted carbon–nitrogen
stretching frequency (610 to 670 cm�1), however, is signicantly
lower than the analogous predicted C–N and C–C stretching
frequencies found in ethylamine (approximately 900 to
1100 cm�1). Thus, our vibrational analyses suggest that the C–N
bond is relatively weak; and that the N–N interaction is robust.
Comparing model chemistries, results of the vibrational anal-
yses for the DFT and coupled-cluster levels of theory were
remarkably similar varying by less than 100 cm�1 for the modes
in question.

Looking at the C–N stretching frequency in the gauche and
anti conformers, the difference in value (55 cm�1) may be
signicant; but, it should be noted that the modes in question
are not perfectly parallel and are not pure stretching motions.
The C–N deformation in the gauche structure is accompanied by
a subtle CH2 rocking motion centered on C2. This movement is
not found in the analogous vibrational mode in the anti struc-
ture. Likewise, the amount of C1–C2–C3 angle bending
contaminating the C–N stretch varies between the conformers
with less being seen in the anti structure. Thus, the frequency
difference cannot be unambiguously assigned to changes in the
C3–N4 bond.

Overall, the geometric data and vibrational results presented
for the PDI system suggest that the ion's shape and normal
modes are well modeled using either B3LYP/6-311G** or
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ. Both levels of theory predict that the anti and
gauche conformers are nearly degenerate. It is not clear from our
results which conformer represents the global energy
minimum.

4.1.2 NNKDI. Conjugation between the carbonyl group and
the pyridine ring was expected to yield two, eclipsed rotational
minima around the C30–C1 bond: one conformer with C20 and
O1 in a trans conguration and the other conformer with C20

and O1 in a cis conguration. Our results are consistent with
this expectation. Rotation around the C1–C2 bond, on the other
hand, was expected to yield three eclipsed minima. The cis
conformer has O1 eclipsed with C3 and was expected to be the
global minimum.75 Our results are consistent with this expec-
tation and show a low O1–C1–C2–C3 dihedral angle for all but
two structures. Rotation around C2–C3 and C3–C4 produced no
cis structures. This suggests that steric crowding between O1
and H41/H42 and between the diazonio group and H21/H22 are
signicant.

Carbon–carbon and C–N bond lengths in the ring system are
largely consistent with their pyridine analogs. NNKDI is less
26758 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762
symmetric, however; and proximity to the side chain is some-
what impactful. Thus, our C–N distances varied from 1.33 to
1.34 �A with slightly shorter values found between N10 and C20.
These are in near agreement with the 1.340�A C–N bond length
found in pyridine.76 Likewise, our C–C distances range from
1.38 to 1.41�A with the largest values found proximate to the side
chain. These results are like the 1.390 and 1.400�A C–C distances
in pyridine.76 In pyridine, however, proximity to the heteroatom
produces the shortest C–C distances.76

Moving to the side chain, the C30–C1 distance is somewhat
model dependent, ranging from 1.48 to 1.49 �A, and is slightly
smaller than the analogous bond in toluene (1.513 �A).77

Conjugation between the ring p system and the carbonyl group
likely shortens this distance in NNKDI. The carbonyl bond
length itself is somewhat model dependent, ranging from 1.21
to 1.22 �A, and is quite similar to that found in acetone (1.214
�A).78 Moving from C1–C2 to C2–C3 to C3–C4, our C–C distances
contract varying from 1.55 to 1.53�A and are like the value found
in ethylamine (1.531 �A).73 The C4–N5 distance shows some
model dependence ranging from 1.48 to 1.51�A and is similar to
the C–N distance found in ethylamine (1.475 �A);73 and the N5–
N6 distance, though also somewhat model dependent (1.10 to
1.11 �A), is comparable to the dinitrogen experimental value
(1.098�A).72 Moving back to the ring system, our C–C–N, C–C–C,
C–N–C angles (124�, 118 to 119�, 117�, respectively) are
comparable to their experimental values in pyridine: 124�,
118.1� to 118.6�, and 116.7�, respectively.77 In both species the
largest C–C–C angle is located spatially opposite the
heteroatom.

We noted conformation dependent tilting of the side chain
(relative to the ring). This likely reduces steric crowding between
H21/H22 and either H10 or H40. We also found that the carbonyl
moiety tilts slightly away from the ring system in either
conformer. This may reduce steric crowding between O1's lone
pair electrons and H10 or H40. Moving toward the diazonio
group, we found C–C–C and C–C–N angles of 109� in reasonable
agreement with C–C–C and C–C–N angles reported for the anti
conformer PDI (Table 2). As was seen in PDI, our N–N and C–N
stretching frequencies point to a weak C–N bond and a strong
N–N interaction. The harmonic prediction for the nitrogen–
nitrogen stretch (2443 cm�1) is comparable to the experimental,
harmonic value for dinitrogen (2358.57 cm�1).79

Comparing the DFT and coupled-cluster models, bond
lengths within the ring system are quite similar varying by about
0.1 �A. Bond lengths in the side chain show minor differences
with DFT predicting a shorter C1–O1 length, a longer C1–C2
distance, a longer C3–C4 distance, a shorter C4–N5 length, and
a shorter N5–N6 length. Bond angle data vary by less than one
degree for all angles except C4–N5–N6. Results of the vibrational
analyses for the DFT and coupled cluster levels of theory are
remarkably similar varying by less than 10 cm�1. Overall, the
geometric data and vibrational results presented for the NNKDI
system suggest that the ion's shape and normal modes are well
modeled using either level of theory.

In general, the relevant vibrational and geometric properties
of PDI (anti conformer) were mirrored in NNKDI. Comparing
analogous regions, bond lengths varied by approximately 0.01�A
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and bond angles varied by about 1�. These differences were
similar in magnitude to model-dependent variations noted in
each structure near the diazonio group. While NNKDI's
carbonyl moiety and pyridine ring may impact the reactivity of
ion in other ways, they do not modify the backbone structure or
stretching frequencies near the terminal nitrogen.
4.2 Interactions with nucleophiles

Our calculations offer insight about (i) the physical interaction
between diazonium ions and approaching nucleophiles and (ii)
the initial chemical reactivity of our substrates. Thus, we
comment on the physical attraction between reactive species
and the possibilities for electron reorganization.

4.2.1 Physical. The electrostatic potential (ESP) is a funda-
mental concept in the classical theory of electromagnetism and
is a quantity that can be experimentally measured. The molec-
ular electric potential determined from a quantum mechanical
calculation depends on the spatial positions of the atomic
nuclei and the electron density. Since the calculation of the
electron density was performed under the assumption that the
molecule of interest, NNKDI or PDI in our case, was isolated,
our results are valid only at the initial stages of physical inter-
actions with DNA or other nucleophiles. That is, while elec-
tronic polarization and charge transfer do not dominate the
NNKDI–DNA intermolecular interaction. Despite this limita-
tion, ESP calculations have helped in the past to correctly
identify molecular sites susceptible to electrophilic or nucleo-
philic attack.80 A nucleophile will be directed towards a ESP
maximum whereas an electrophile will be directed towards
a ESP minimum.

The ESP results on NNKDI suggest that atoms N5 and C4
have the highest electric potential on the isodensity contour. A
similar conclusion can be drawn for PDI: the highest electric
potential is near the formally charged nitrogen of the diazonio
group. Thus, the strongest physical interaction between PDI or
NNKDI and a nucleophile will likely occur near the diazonio
group and its a carbon.

In contrast with PDI, two ESP local minima were found on
NNKDI, one near the ring nitrogen (N1) due to the atom's lone
electron pair, and another one near the carbonyl oxygen, also
due to the atom's lone electron pairs. The local ESP minimum
near the carbonyl oxygen is located close to the lone electron
pair that is the furthest from the diazonio group as the potential
there is less affected by the electron deciency at N5 on the
diazonio group.

Based on our NNKDI MD work, it should be noted that the
terminal nitrogen N6 of the diazonio group is by far the most
accessible atom, followed by atom N5, C4, and nally C3 with
a much less accessible surface area. The presence of the
carbonyl oxygen in close proximity to atom C3 prevents, to some
extent, the solvent from approaching it.

4.2.2 Chemical. The diazonio moiety in NNKDI is not
adjacent to the pyridine ring or carbonyl group. Thus, its reac-
tivity may be more like alkane than like aryl analogs. The
structure and vibrational properties of phenyldiazonium ion
have been previously reported and are quite different from
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
those of either NNKDI or PDI. Phenyl diazonium's C–N
distance, for example, is only 1.375 �A, 0.1 �A shorter than
NNKDI's or PDI's. Likewise, its N–N bond length (1.116 �A) is
approximately 0.02 �A longer than NNKDI's or PDI's. This
pattern is echoed in phenyldiazonium ion's substantially larger
C–N stretching frequency (1143 versus 650 cm�1) and slightly
lower N–N stretching frequency (2349 versus 2430 cm�1).26

Alkane diazonium ions are known to participate in substi-
tution, elimination, and rearrangement reactions.81–84 Diazoti-
zation of n-butanamine, for example, yields products consistent
with SN1 (2-butanol) and SN2 (1-butanol) substitution; products
consistent with elimination (1-butene, trans-2-butene, cis-2-
butene); and products consistent with rearrangement (2-
butanol and diastereomeric cis and trans 2-butene).85,86 The
diazonio moiety is recognized as one of the most stable leaving
groups.86 Loss of N2 is thought to occur via a concerted process
which leads to either primary alkylation or to rearrangement
producing a secondary carbocation.87 This secondary cation, in
turn, can undergo SN1, or elimination reactions.81–84 While the
size of the alkyl chain can limit chemical outcomes somewhat
(methane diazonium ion is restricted to SN2 reactions, for
example), alkyl diazonium ions oen participate in all the above
chemistries.86

We generated frontier orbitals for both NNKDI and PDI to
examine the ions' role as alkylating agents. Condensed Fukui
indices were also predicted. Since we studied substrates, our
results speak to initial reactivity. The canonical molecular
orbital picture of second-order nucleophilic substitution begins
with donation of electron density from the nucleophile into the
substrate LUMO. This orbital is expected to have sigma anti-
bonding character (along the C–N bond for our work). This
facilitates the displacement of the leaving group (N2 for diazo-
nium species). Alternately, the rst-order analog of this reaction
begins with the donation of electron density from the substrate
HOMO to the leaving group LUMO. Here, the substrate HOMO
is expected to have s bonding character (along the C–N bond for
our study).

Our results, while internally consistent, do not neatly
support either of these frameworks. For example, both the
NNKDI HOMO and PDI HOMO lack the C–N sigma bonding
character expected for the SN1 pathway. Likewise, the NNKDI
LUMO and PDI LUMO lack the C–N sigma antibonding char-
acter expected for the SN2 mechanism. Since orbital ordering
may be approximate, we examined additional molecular
orbitals similar in energy to the predicted HOMO and LUMO for
both NNKDI and PDI to nd candidates that would support SN1
or SN2 reactivity. The LUMO+1 orbital in both species has C–N s

antibonding character. Donation of electron density into this
orbital by a nucleophile proximate to the diazonio a carbon is
possible and is consistent with an SN2 mechanism. Our
condensed Fukui indices suggest that nucleophilic attack will
be initiated at the terminal nitrogen of either species (diazonio
p system, NNKDI or PDI LUMO). In addition, our NBO analysis
has shown that there is a stabilization energy of 8.23 kcal mol�1

due to the N6 lone pair / C4–N5 antibonding orbital delocal-
ization. Thus, donation of electron density to the terminal
nitrogen could impact the strength of carbon nitrogen bond.
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26750–26762 | 26759
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Alkylation at this nitrogen would produce azo products. While
azo compounds are observed in experimental work on aryl
diazonium ions88 they are not found in the experimental liter-
ature on NNKDI or PDI. Instead, alkylation at the carbon alpha
(or beta) to the diazonio group has been seen; and signicant
evidence of an SN2-like and/or an SN1-like alkylation mecha-
nism exists.9,18,85

When viewed within this experimental context, or Fukui
indices suggest that bonding or coordination of a nucleophile
to the terminal nitrogen is likely in both PDI and NNKDI. This
may inuence the initial reactivity of these species by occu-
pying a site of signicant electrophilicity. However, this
interaction does not directly produce alkylation products; and
a proximate nucleophile may attack elsewhere in either
a subsequent or initial step. For example, in NNKDI, rotation
around the C2–C3 torsion can bring C4 close to O1. In that
conformation, there is the potential for spatial overlap
between the NNKDI HOMO (ring/carbonyl p system) and the
NNKDI LUMO+1 (C–N s antibonding orbital) which may
liberate N2 and form a new ring system (Fig. 6). This reactivity
is consistent with the Fukui index of the carbonyl oxygen
which is indicated as a site for electrophilic attack. The oxo-
nium ion produced in this intramolecular reaction has been
proposed previously.4 Our single point calculations suggest
a signicant rotational barrier for this chemistry (about
140 kJ mol�1, see ESI†). Classical MD simulations do not
include any quantum mechanical effects, such as electron
transfer, and in our case electron polarization as well. Thus,
when the dihedral C1–C2–C3–C4 was approximately in
between 30� and �30� (and the intramolecular process would
be initiated), our MD simulations neglected these effects. But,
given sufficient time and an absence of competing nucleo-
philes, this ion is likely to form. This species is an exciting
target for future work on NNKDI. Likewise, mechanisms
featuring initial attack at the terminal nitrogen should also be
explored.

5 Conclusions

Static ab initio calculations reveal 19 minima on NNKDI's rota-
tional potential energy surface. Vibrational analyses show an
approximately 660 cm�1 C–N deformation and an approximately
2440 cm�1 N–N stretching mode in NNKDI. Geometric and
vibrational results suggest strong similarities between PDI and
NNKDI near the diazonio moiety. Orbital analyses and Fukui
indices show that the terminal nitrogen in either species is a site
of signicant electrophilicity. While electrostatic potential nd-
ings, on the other hand, demonstrate a high electric potential on
the formally charged nitrogen and its a carbon. Classical
molecular dynamics simulations on NNKDI suggest that the
solution-phase side chain will spend most of its time in a rela-
tively extended conguration and that the presence of the
carbonyl group limits the solvent accessibility of C4.
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